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HOW DO YOU OVERCOME ORGANISATIONAL
INERTIA AND DELIVER GREAT CX TO MAINTAIN
CATEGORY LEADERSHIP?
WE HAVE BEEN HIT BY MONUMENTAL ORGANISATIONAL CHANGES IN THESE
LAST FEW MONTHS AS CUSTOMER NEEDS AND EXPECTATIONS HAVE SHIFTED
DRASTICALLY.  

All industries have had to adapt and innovate to stay on top. One of the challenges most
business leaders had to face is that of change management and organisational inertia.
Given the overall focus in most organisations has been to be adaptive in the face of external
changes brought upon by the pandemic and therefore, the big question is how do we
overcome this inertia to ensure we deliver the best possible customer experience to remain
category leaders? 

Customer Experience Live and The Customer Institute's Leaders Connect with Hussein M.
Dajani, former Head of Customer Experience, Nissan Motors; Mike Wittenstein, CEO,
Storyminers; Sue Duris, Founding Principal, M4 Communications; Sebastien Munar,
Managing Director, Clientrika. 

Companies must have 
processes that allow 
employees to 
collaborate with 
different teams, so you 
can have different
points of view, and 
decentralize power – 
this is important to 
accelerate innovation 
and avoid inertia.
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WHAT EXACTLY IS ORGANISATIONAL INERTIA
AND WHAT CAUSES THIS? 
BX LEADERS OUTPERFORM CX-ORIENTED COMPANIES IN YEAR-ON-YEAR
PROFITABILITY GROWTH BY ALMOST 6.5%.

Mike: I think we tend to think about people who are stuck and people who aren’t stuck, and
we always put ourselves in the unstuck category. It’s really a matter of perception. I think
one of the healthiest ways to look at organisational inertia is to analyse that when you’re on
a track, you are unaware if it’s taking you to a place that you don’t want to be. When we
look at it that way, we realize that everybody makes choices. We have thousands of
employees in our companies and they make thousands of choices every day about where to
spend their time, and their energy, where to invest their emotions, where to work hardest
and where to excel. 

So, if we have a different sense of where the track is going, we can kind of get a little stuck
in it and lost. Yet it may be a very comfortable place to be. Therefore, it’s more about
perception and maybe re-perception of where we are and why we’re doing what we’re
doing. 

Sue: One thing that has been interesting to me is – and I think we really have seen the
organisational inertia during this pandemic – everybody rushing to be digital-first and the
two big areas that I saw was the companies that already had a digital plan wanted to speed
that up and the companies who really weren’t working in digital suddenly figured "hmm if
we do digital, that’s gonna be a new revenue channel for us." But are companies being
digital for the sake of being digital? Companies need to go digital to create a competitive
advantage and be ahead but when digital first eclipses customer first and even employee
first, that’s when we run into some issues. It's important to address 3 questions.

What’s the purpose and how does that impact your company? What is the business or
customer issue you are trying to solve? And how is that going to optimize your customer
experience? 

Hussein: I would add one more thing – it’s when an organisation loses sight of the Why
term, and this resonates very well with what Sue was saying: we want to turn digital – Why
are we turning digital? We need to transform – why do we need to transform? You’ve got
the external factors taking place but there must be more reasons of Why are we doing this?
Why do we need to do it? What’s the end purpose of it? What exactly are we trying to
achieve? Because there are many organisations that actually became digital due to COVID
but digital did not serve their purpose. So, it’s not about implementing a transformation in
the organisation if it doesn’t serve its end purpose and this is where it becomes extremely
important. Again, you have got to make sure you serve two kinds of customers: your end
customer and your employees. So you really have got to get the buy-in from everybody on
what you are doing in order for you to succeed. So when we are talking about changes, it
can be COVID, it can be anything of that sort. Right now, if you take a look at what’s
happening in the world, it's going to lead a lot of organisations to re-adapt their businesses. 
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IN THE LAST COUPLE OF MONTHS OR YEARS, WE HAVE SEEN AN INCREASE IN 
THIS INERTIA. WE KNOW IT IS MAINLY DUE TO THE PANDEMIC AND THE 
CHANGING LANDSCAPE OF THE WAY BUSINESS IS BEING DONE AND THINGS 
LIKE WORKING FROM HOME, ONLINE SHOPPING ETC. ARE THERE UNDERLYING 
CAUSES AND DRIVING FORCES BEHIND THIS INCREASE OTHER THAN THE 
PANDEMIC? 

CX Live: When we look at the external circumstances, especially for any organisation that
operates on a local, regional or global level, there are so many external factors that have
played a part until very recently in creating organisational inertia. It’s the situation in Russia
and Ukraine but then there are the federal interest rates that are going to be rising
everywhere. There are obviously the new expectations that customers have and
irrespective of geographies and boundaries, all of them are driving internal transformation
that causes a shift in the thinking and culture. This again makes us circle back to the ‘why’.
Why is it that we are embarking on a journey to change?

Sebastian: I find it interesting because I actually thought that inertia is like one side of a
coin, you know. We have a coin and there are two sides. And the other side is the change
management theory. 

Steven Robbins, an author who investigates inertia, mentions that organisations are, by
nature, conservative and mundane and want to resist change. So, when there are inter-
dependent systems, and departments in a company, it’s really difficult to drive change and
that’s where inertia starts. This challenge of interconnecting all the leaders, all the
departments is massive and a company has to accept that when it plans any modifications. 

When there are inter-dependent systems, and
departments in a company, it’s really difficult
to drive change and that’s where inertia
starts. This challenge of interconnecting all
the leaders, all the departments is massive
and a company has to accept that when it
plans any modifications. 
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IS ORGANISATIONAL INERTIA CAUSED BY A WRONG MINDSET, CULTURE, OR 
COMPANY STRUCTURE? WHAT IS GENERALLY WRONG INTERNALLY AND HOW 
CAN THE CULTURE AND STRUCTURE BE IMPROVED?

CX LIve: Organisational inertia is an issue that’s affecting every organisation at this point in
time. Given that we are all dealing with this problem internally, can you shed some light on
what is generally the way it can be improved? Is it the mindset, is it the culture, is it the
structure? How can we improve organisational inertia? 

Mike: Good question. Let’s assume for a minute that inertia is not a bad thing. What does
inertia do for us? Well. It provides efficiency because the more people do the same way, the
more routine they are. But when things change and ships get stuck in the Suez Canal, and
wars break out and chips are unavailable, that’s not that good a thing – doesn’t work all the
time. But if you are going to your favourite restaurant and you want that special dish
prepared that special way, you want it to be the same every time. So consistency and inertia
go together and loyalty and inertia go together. So I would say that there are certain parts
of your business that you need to foster this inertia. One of the places that it’s missing is
emotional connection. Lots of businesses try to standardise the way they work. My bank
here in the Atlanta area just merged with another one in the last couple of weeks and
everyone’s been going through the difficulty of this marriage and it’s interesting. Where
we’re missing a lot of inertia in a good way is in the emotional side of things. When things
go well and we feel good, as we’re buying in the store, and then we buy online, and then we
do some other kind of buying and it feels the same, we really appreciate that from the
brand. This bank is doing a very good job of making sure that the customers feel the same
even though everything behind the scene is really different. So that’s part number one. 

Part number two is "Where do you need to make the change?". Sebastian and Hussein
hinted that organisations are really complex and there needs to be changes in lots of
different places but it doesn’t have to be the same effort applied in each of those areas. So
if you’re looking to increase the aperture for change, maybe you should look at things from
the place "Where does change need to happen? And who wants to change?" So, you could
do something that involves making it easier for the employees to do their job right now so
they have a few free cycles. At the strategy level of an organisation, you might introduce
new capabilities around what we learn. Inside the organisation, we are kind of stitching the
parts together, like Sebastian said. Maybe there is some kind of an exchange program
where people can experience each other’s lives and work and decisions. So, we don’t have
to just look at processes or matrixes and try to get everybody the same. That’s actually very
boring. 

Each micro-part needs its own little surgery
and it’s up to us as customer experience
facilitators, designers, thinkers and doers to
figure out what’s needed in different parts of
the organisation. But you don’t have to
change everything at once. 
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WHERE DO YOU COMMENCE THE BX
TRANSFORMATION?
42% 
COMPANIES ARE RE-EVALUATING VOICE OF CUSTOMER PLATFORMS. *CX LIVE
INTELLIGENCE REPORT 2022 

Hussein: Mike, I liked what you said a lot. It’s spot on. I would add just one thing. The more
an organisation grows, it falls into the trap of its own silos where every single department
starts working on their own and for their own objective rather than the collective objective
of the organisation. If you want to make sure change happens in an organisation, you must
make sure you break the silos. You must make sure that organisations are working with
each other, coordinating very well and working towards one objective. This is extremely
important. The other thing is the culture of agility in the organisation in order to be able to
manoeuvre, in order to be able to adapt, to change in a seamless way rather than feeling
like a titanic of a ship that is so hard to steer. This is extremely important. For the change to
happen, you must have the mindset and the culture of change in an organisation. You
need to welcome , encourage and always push employees in order to adapt to this culture
of change, So again, I would say the emphasis should be on breaking silos, being more
agile and last but not least, having an open channel of communication in an organisation.
This is extremely important. When we talk about the voice of customers, I talk here about
the voice of the employees. Because sometimes, some employees are able to foresee
things that others cannot, and they are the ones who need to raise the flag in an
organisation and say "Hey, be careful, we see this happening." Especially when you are
talking about a multi-national company made out of so many different nationalities, each
person can come with objectives and learnings from their own countries and so on. 

Sebastian: The most important thing is to accept that you have the problem of inertia. We
have to move, we have to continue, we have to innovate. 

Companies must have processes that allow
employees to collaborate, to talk, to really be
in touch with different teams so you can have
different points of view, and decentralize
power – this is important to accelerate
innovation and avoid inertia in a company. 
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INNOVATION IN THE BUSINESS OF EXPERIENCE
BUSINESS LEADERS SAY THAT CUSTOMERS EXPECT THEM TO CONTINUOUSLY
INNOVATE WITH PRODUCTS AND SERVICES THAT DELIVER VALUE

CX Live: It’s interesting how innovation ties into this because at the end of the day, the
whole point of this stability and, Mike and Hussein, what you spoke about having the agility,
a lot of it is actually dependent on "How". Unless the foundation is there for that innovation
to happen, it’s actually quite difficult and we can’t sustain in today’s day and age without
the creative and innovative bend as well. Mike, when we started this conversation, you said
that in some ways inertia is a good thing. It’s actually true because unless you can have the
confidence to say "Okay, a lot of my people know what they are doing, so if I have to pick up
a team to work on a new exercise, it’s much easier done than trying to get everybody
geared up to bring that change." Sue, I think you had a point of view that you wanted to
express? 

Sue: I was going to tie it all together with a nice little bow. I really liked Mike talking about
consistency and my favorite hated word “silos” from Hussein and Sebastian talking about
awareness. I know that consistency is really key and I think a lot of people get confused, “Is
consistency the same as being the same?” and it isn’t. I know that customers want
consistency in their journey, in their experience. Salesforce said that when they were
polling, over three-quarters of their respondents said that they want the consistent
experience because consistency breeds trust. Trust drives loyalty, which drives customer
lifetime value, and drives growth. 

So when everything can be aligned, it’s actually a really good thing. Of course, it’s easier
said than done and you can’t do everything at the same time. That’s where prioritization
come in. Where’s the value for not only employees but also for customers? 

CX Live: That’s a very interesting viewpoint, Sue and that brings me straight to one of the
thoughts that always come to mind when we are talking about CX and that’s about that
internal alignment and those partnerships and collaboration, that sets the foundation. With
all the disruptions that have happened in the last couple of years through the whole
ecosystem, we’re seeing that there’s employee experience and customer experience and
then there’s this whole wave of automation and digital transformation that’s driven all that
change. 
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When you can have all those connectors, where
culture and employee, employee experience
and customer experience are aligned across
the organisation, then you eliminate issues,
and you actually maximize and optimize the
customer experience.
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WHAT ROLE DO PARTNERSHIPS PLAY IN OVERCOMING
INERTIA? 
DO THEY RUB OFF EACH OTHER? 

CX Live: Sue, would you like to start commenting on this, given that you’ve just summarized
the earlier viewpoints beautifully? What is the best way of forging partnerships and making
them collaborations rather than competition in the race? 

Sue: I like to think that the CX leader is the master uniter in an organisation. One example is
the CX leader’s relationship with the Chief Technology Officer. One of the things that I hear
a lot from CX leaders - and I’m sure that I would have a unanimous feeling amongst our
panelists here - is that driving CX technology in an organisation is much easier said than
done. But as CX leaders, what we can do – and I think it’s the beauty of where we are – we
sit centrally a lot of times and we see what’s going on in different groups: how we can help
improve processes, the whole customer journey looking at gap analysis, where the holes
are, which in turn are opportunities. I brought the CTO up because if there are things that
the CX leader can do, it’s nurturing relationships. 

Do we talk about how can we influence? Well, to be able to influence, we need to have a
recipient listening to us. And from a CTO aspect, for instance, if the CX leader is trying to
develop relationships with the CTO, and they want their projects to go forward, why not
take on your CTO as one of your internal customers? Find out who they are, what drives
them, what’s their agenda and help them, because what you’re doing here is you’re adding
the customer-centric viewpoint to their project so they’re first understanding, "I really get
this customer-centric thing now."

This is very important and the CX leader is also showing how much value they’re adding to
the conversation. So it’s really a win-win for both sides and that drives influence and that
drives more solidifying of customer experience throughout the organisation. 
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EMPLOYEE INERTIA: THE BIGGEST PART OF CHANGE IS THE 
PEOPLE. HOW CAN YOU INFLUENCE AND CHANGE PEOPLE’S 
THINKING?
WHAT TO DO WHEN EMPLOYEES ARE STUCK IN THE STATE OF INERTIA AND ARE
STRUGGLING TO BUY INTO OR ACCEPT THE CHANGES.   

CX Live: Given that you’ve just brought up employees as the cornerstone here, I want to
delve down a bit more into the employee inertia side of things because a lot of the times,
the change that you also referenced and I think Mike, you also brought it up in your
conversations is the dynamic change that needs to come into the mindset and making
sure your employees are with you in that journey. Now, if there is a problem with employee
inertia, how do we fix it? How do we make sure that they are with us on this journey and
they are not falling behind – there are no silos there, we can’t afford those silos. Mike, what
are your thoughts on that? 

Mike: I had a manager when I worked one summer at an aerospace company right out of
high school. Her name was Merge Bell and she told me a story and I’ll share it with you. She
said you can’t teach a pig to sing – it’s an old expression. It doesn’t work and – this was her
revelation to me – it pisses off the pig. You can’t change people. We use the word change
so much and it’s filled with bias and concern because let me ask you a question. Sebastian,
when was the last time you were “changed”? Sue, you’re next and Ayusha, you’re next. 

Sebastian: probably never. 

CX Live: I think some things do change you but I think in an organisation context, Mike, we
can’t be changed and we’re not there to be changed. Intrinsically, we are going there to
work and we do take that part of our lives as being very methodical, very cosmetic. It’s not
the place we want to be any different from what we are externally. Having said that, we can
be molded to some degree but as managers, we should not want to change someone and
make them completely different, and that is the way we should be approaching it. 
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WHEN THEY THEMSELVES ARE STUCK IN THAT STATE OF INERTIA AND ARE
STRUGGLING TO BUY INTO OR ACCEPT THE CHANGES? 

Mike: yes, so there’s a second part to the story here and thank you for setting me up so
brilliantly just now. There are a lot of things that we like to do when we work. You like to
grow, you like to learn new things, you like to find out just how good you are. You like to get
feedback from other folks especially when it’s positive. So work feeds us. It supplies us, it
nourishes us with lots of things besides the money aspect of it. We kind of call that
employee experience but here’s what I would suggest. Get rid of the idea that you can
change other people. It just sets up this very contentious way of thinking. Let’s put that to
the side. So what can you do instead? I think because we are in periods of intense change,
where most of the work that folks are doing is first of a kind, we’re not doing the same old
thing. We’re asking people to do new things, new ways, new outcomes, and there’s no
playbook. So what I think we can do is paint a picture for them of what the future holds for
them. And by that, I don’t mean just saying nice things about “Oh, the world is gonna be so
great” and playing a little music in the background, and bringing them some dessert, and
get them to feel excited that way. That’s not very authentic. What you can do by painting a
picture of what the world is gonna be like in the future is tell the future story of your work.
Instead of saying, "Here’s a PowerPoint chart, and you’re down here on this little data
element, with 8000 other people and you have to hit this goal. It’s gonna be very hard but I
want you to work very hard", you can say something like, it was 8:30, and Sebastian rolled
out of bed expecting it to be a day just like any other. Little did he know, what was gonna
meet him when he rolled into the parking lot at 10:30 – it takes him two hours to get to
work. Okay, you start off with a story, and you do hard work to design what that future is
gonna be like for Sebastian. What kind of tools is he going to be using? Who is he gonna
interface with? What times are his meetings? Does the company supply smartwatch to
remind him of what time it is to go to the meeting? Does some other service help? 

You figure out, in detail, how to make somebody else’s life better, how to help encourage
them on their learning journey, how to give them the comforts that they’re used to and the
feelings that they’re attracted to.  

CX Live: It’s so interesting, Mike, that whilst you’ve literally just taken us on a different
journey, on a different path, where Hussein started off is exactly where you’ve summarized
it.

So, thanks for actually showcasing a very different side to the whole picture but eventually
when we bring it together, and when the entire approach and methodology is based on the
design principle, it does have its impact and the amazing success that Hussein spoke of.
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THE MORE WE DELVE INTO IT, THE MORE WE REALISE THAT EVENTUALLY, 
IT’S ABOUT THAT HUMAN CONNECTION.

Hussein: It’s going be a very interesting era looking at organisations and how they adapt to
the next world of digital. As we know, it’s not slowing down at all. That could be with the
metaverse. That could be with all future events happening. So it’s very important to try to
see how organisations will re-evaluate what they stand for, their purposes, how they
integrate employee experience in everything that they’re doing, how they ensure cultures
in their organisations start adapting to the "new now", if you will. So it’s a very interesting
era and I really keep looking at organisations everywhere and I will tell you one thing about
working in the customer experience field, is the fact that I sometimes hate that I work in
customer experience because when I’m dealing with any organisations, I know exactly the
shortfalls of that organisation. I know exactly where the problem is and that frustrates me a
lot. 

I really hope that the gap that’s between senior management and the employees who are
on the ground gets smaller so everybody is involved in what we call customer experience
because as long as customer experience is just a department in an organisation, the
change would be very hard. 

CX Live: That’s true, Hussein, Mike would you like to say something for closing? 

Mike: It’s been a fascinating conversation. I have learned a lot from my colleagues. I’d like to
leave with a quote about the customer experience that I’ve known for a long time that I
think applies here as well. 

No matter how hard you try, or how much you spend, your brand can’t be any better than
what people experience. The idea is that you’ve got to focus on how you show up, how you
model, how you build, how you think, how you work, how you show up on video, how you
speak. All those details matter all the time. It’s not just what happens in front of the
customer when they are about to buy. It’s all the time for everyone. 

CX Live: It’s been a pleasure, Sebastian, would you like to say something? 

Sebastian: I believe that for inertia, it’s important to negotiate and cooperate. It’s like this
game theory in economics I really love because you have to look for a win-win and then a
third win situation – the company wins, the customer wins and now also we know that
employees have to win. So that’s the idea: to really have a balance of the business and really
be aware of that and all the people actively participating. 

CX Live. Sue, last but not the least, we’d just like to invite you to summarize it
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CONCLUSION
We all need to be much more inclusive in CX and that’s not just about un-represented
groups, un-represented thoughts and different ideas and if we can include more of our
employees, more of our customers – that’s going be the glue that’s going to align
everything and drive things closer to what we all want and that’s growth. 

So let’s find that stickiness in all these organisations that we are a part of. 
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